
Overview
Industry - Health & Wellness

Feminine products and

services

Company Size - 11-50

Company Location - Georgia,

US

Scope of Work - Creatives

Designing & IG Engagement



Challenges

No Brand Uniformity

Low IG Engagement

Limited Traffic to Website

Creatives Conceptualization &
Designing

The Goal - Improve brand presence,
uniformity, reach, engagement rate,
and bring traffic to the website
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Conceptualizing: Continuously ideated different types
of posts. Built anticipation through teaser posts for
sale, videos, and questions pertaining to female
hygiene.  

Designing IG Creatives: Created a better version of
grid design & layout with existing brand assets. 

Hashtag Research: With IG hashtags research, I was
able to get more eyes and engagement on client's IG
posts. I used three types of targeted hashtags relevant
to the brand - large cap, medium cap, and small-cap.

Creatives & Caption Copy: The IG captions/copy I
wrote helped in engaging followers and make the
content all the more delightful and shareable.

Creatives Conceptualization & Designing

Solutions
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Educational Content: This segment catered to female
hygiene topics like BV, vaginal dryness, etc. Our
content gave women tips to prevent various conditions
which in turn resulted in enhanced engagement.    

Interactive Stories: For audience engagement, I created
this & that stories, polls, and easy Q&A relevant to the
brand. 

Community Building: Followed other accounts that
were relevant to the brand or community. While
posting posts, I considered tagging specific IG users
who were relevant to or represented in, the posts.

Replying to DMs, Queries: If users commented on the
posts, I made sure to like their comments. Replied to all
comments that warrant a response within 24 hours.

Community Engagement

Solutions
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Solutions

Ensured continuity in terms of the brand
logo, colors, fonts.

Brand Uniformity

Website Traffic

Included swipe up links in all the stories, CTA
in all the posts to channelize traffic to the
website. 
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When I took up this project, the IG
insights for the brand were on a
down-low. The Reach was
around 18%, interaction ranged
between 20-23% and website
traffic was only 19.2%.

Within a span of one month, we
observed a significant difference
in all the statistics. 

Traction

Reach

Followers

Interaction

Impressions

Website Traffic



Results
With continuous efforts and
applying industry best
practices, we were able to
witness a positive change in
the overall IG platform.

Reach
+102%

Followers
+75.9%

Interactions
+87.5%

Impressions
+89.2%

Website Visits
+57.6%
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Learnings

Social Media audience interacts with the brand
majorly when their content interests them.

Educational Content is a way to create a
trusting experience. When people feel they can
rely on your brand, they are much more likely to
buy into it and share it with their peers.

I came to understand that people are most
likely to engage with the brand with interactive
stories where they have to make minimum
efforts.


